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Abstract
The hydrogen atoms of the sulfo groups of sulfonated
polyphenylquinoxalines are substituted for the alkali metal ions
through polymer analogous reactions. The thermal, strength and
proton conducting properties of the resulting ionomers and their
nanocomposites with montmorillonite are studied before and
after doping in orthophosphoric acid.
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Introduction
Proton conducting membranes play a key role in fuel cells,
since they serve as a proton conducting medium and as a barrier
that allows avoiding direct contact between a fuel and an
oxidizing agent [1, 2].
A reduction of the detrimental effect of СO contained in fuel
[3] as well as those of other impurities is an urgent task, the
solution of which will enable the use of cheaper (impure)
hydrogen derived, for example, from reforming of associated
petroleum gas and light hydrocarbons.
One of the methods for addressing the problem of catalyst
poisoning is to rise operational temperatures of proton
conducting membranes over 100 °С [4].
Owing to their high thermal stability and good mechanical
properties, polyphenylquinoxalines (PPQ) seem to be promising
materials for high-temperature (>100 °С) fuel cells. However, it
was noted [5] that doping of PPQ with orthophosphoric acid
drastically deteriorates the stability of polymer samples,
especially at elevated temperatures. This is likely to result from
the effect of plasticization by sorbed phosphoric acid and
associated water. The doped films from PPQ convert to soft gels
which cannot be used as membranes due to their mechanical
properties.
Sulfonated polyphenylqinoxalines (SPPQ) that result from a
polymer analogous transformation of PPQ upon sulfonation with
a mixture of sulfuric acid and oleum [6] can be considered as
potential effective heat-resistant polymer electrolytes and as a
basis for production of promising heat-resistant aromatic
ionomers, assigned for application in different fields.
Earlier some of us showed [7] that an increase in the
sulfonation degree of SPPQ from 1.7% to 8.0% of the sulfur
content improves the proton conductivity at room temperature
from 4.9·10–6 to 2.4·10–3 S·cm–1, which can be explained by the
appearance of a continuous hydrogen bond network.

Subsequent doping of SPPQ with orthophosphoric acid led
to the fact that the films dissolved in it or lost their sizes or
shapes and could not be explored. As a result, we failed to reach
the desired improvement of proton conductivity.
Therefore, it seemed reasonable to accomplish a polymer
analogous transformation of SPPQ through the substitution of
the hydrogen ions in the sulfo groups for the alkali metal ions in
order to obtain the corresponding ionomeric SPPQ structures
which are expected to exhibit the improved stability.

Results and discussion
The main principle of the suggested approach consists in the
fact that blocking of the sulfo groups in the resulting physical
cross-links must hamper the progress of thermochemical
destruction, which affords a new approach to stabilization of
polymer electrolytes.
The reaction was carried out under heterogeneous conditions
on SPPQ films bearing 2 to 9% of sulfur according to the
published procedure (Scheme 1) [8].

Scheme 1. Ionomeric structures based on PPQ.
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The complete substitution of the hydrogen atoms in the sulfo
groups was confirmed by the amount of the metal included in
the polymer, which was defined by means of nondestructive Xray fluorescence.
Table 1 lists the strength characteristics of the films of the
initial ionomer based on SPPQ bearing 3.5% of sulfur before
and after doping (doping conditions: duration 1 h, temperature
70 °C, 14 M orthophosphoric acid).
As can be seen from the data presented, the strength of this
film after doping somewhat reduces but still remains high
enough to enable the investigation of its proton conducting
properties at 180 °С.
The greatest changes in the physicochemical properties
could be expected upon introduction of an anisometric
nanosized filler into the polymer. A considerable degree of
anisometry is characteristic of the particles of layered
aluminosilicates, in particular montmorillonite (natural
aluminosilicate from a subclass of layered materials with
variable
chemical
compositions:
(ОН)4Si8(Al3.34Mg0.67)O20Me0.67) (Nanoclay, Aldrich). It should
be noted that the strength characteristics upon introduction of
organic and inorganic molecules into the polymer matrix were
studied earlier by the example of polybenzimidazole (PBI) [9,
10].
To provide an optimal balance of the hydrophilichydrophobic properties of the aluminosilicate surface, it was
modified by the treatment with an ammonium salt of
dodecylamine, which gave rise to the corresponding organic
clay (MMT). The introduction of organic cations led to an
increase in the interplanar spacing of the montmorillonite lattice,
which, in turn, improved the clay dispersion over the polymer
matrix. The production of SPPQ-Na nanocompositions with
MMT according to the previous studies with other polymers
(predominantly PBI) [11–13] must have positively affected the
mechanical properties of new ionomeric SPPQ-Na membranes.
SPPQ-Na + MMT ionomeric membranes were produced
according to the following procedure.
SPPQ (0.75 g, 3.5% of sulfur) and MMT (0.0395 g) were
dissolved in 4 mL of DMAA (the content of a solid phase was
about 16%) for 24 h. The resulting solution was poured onto a
glass and dried under vacuum at 80 °C for 12 h. The thickness
of the film obtained was about 50 μm. It was placed in 10% aq.
NaOH and left for 7 days at 20 °С. Then the film was rinsed
with water till neutral pH and dried at 100 °C till the constant
mass. The membranes with 3% and 7% of MMT were prepared
analogously.
Exfoliation of the filler in SPPQ-Na matrix was confirmed
by transmission electron microscopy (Figs. 1a,b). The dark lines
on the transmission electron micrographs correspond to the
nanolayers of MMT distributed over the polymer matrix. At the
content of MMT of 7%, there was observed the aggregation of
silicate layers (Fig. 1c).
Investigation of the thermal characteristics of ionomeric
SPPQ-Na showed that the temperatures of decomposition
beginning (till 10%) according to the TGA data almost do not
depend on the amount of MMT introduced (Fig. 2). Above
450 °С the masses of the composite residues were higher than
that of SPPQ-Na and also almost did not depend on the content
of MMT (Fig. 2).

Table 1. Mechanical properties of SPPQ-Na ionomeric membranes
before and after doping
Entry

Sample

Tensile
strength
[MPa]

Relative
elongation
[%]

Elasticity
modulus
[GPa]

1

SPPQ-Na

41.81 ± 0.92

9.67 ± 1.02

0.72 ± 0.04

2

SPPQ-Na
after doping

23.46 ± 1.62

9.02±0.14

0.67 ± 0.04

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. TEM micrographs of SPPQ-Na with different contents of
MMT: 3% (a), 5% (b), and 7% (c).

Figure 2. TGA curves for ionomeric SPPQ-Na (curve 1) and its
nanocomposites with MMT (MMT content: 3% (curve 2), 5% (curve 3),
and 7% (curve 4)) registered in air.

Analogous dependences were described earlier for the
modified samples of PBI [10]. Presumably, the particles of the
disperse clay protect the polymer chains from the impact of
oxidizing radicals at high temperatures, which leads to some
improvement of the oxidative stability of the resulting
nanocomposites compared to neat SPPQ-Na.
Figure 3 depicts the dependences of the glass-transition
points on the content of MMT in a SPPQ-Na ionomer sample.
The data presented in Fig. 3 indicate that an increase in the
content of MMT to 7% leads to a rise in the sample glasstransition point by 22 °С.
Table 2 shows the results of comparative investigations on
the mechanical properties of SPPQ ionomeric films after their
modification with MMT and doping in H3PO4.
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Table 2. Mechanical properties of the initial SPPQ-Na ionomeric
membrane and its nanocomposites with MMT before and after doping

Entry

Sample

1

SPPQ-Na
SPPQ-Na +
3% MMT
SPPQ-Na +
5% MMT
SPPQ-Na +
7% MMT
SPPQa
SPPQ-Na +
3% MMTa
SPPQ-Na +
5% MMTa
SPPQ-Na +
7% MMTa

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Figure 3. Dependence of the glass-transition point of SPPQ-Na ionomer
on MMT content.

Filling of SPPQ-Na with MMT nanoparticles at their low
content (3–5%) leads to an increase in the tensile strength and
tensile modulus, which is likely to be caused by the formation of
a great amount of anisotropic nanoparticles that serve as
strengthening elements in the polymer matrix. Thus, at the
montmorillonite content of 3 wt %, the elasticity modulus of the
material grows by 17%, and its tensile strength increases by 7%.
At the same time, the relative elongation reduces insignificantly.
When the amount of MMT reaches 7%, the mechanical
characteristics of the nanocomposite film begin to deteriorate.
This behavior can be associated with the aggregation of silicate
layers in the composite film, which was confirmed by the
electron microscopy data (Fig. 1с).
Comparison of the strength characteristics of the doped
samples with those of the analogous membranes before doping
(Table 2) revealed that, although the elasticity modulus and
strength of the films reduce after doping, this process is less
pronounced in the samples modified with MMT than in the
samples lacking MMT. This evidences that the application of
MMT in SPPQ-Na ionomeric membranes efficiently reduces the
plasticizing effect of orthophosphoric acid and affords doped
SPPQ-Na membranes with reasonably high mechanical
parameters.
Good strength characteristics of SPPQ-Na membranes and
the composites with MMT allowed us to study their proton
conductivities at 180 °C. The data are presented in Table 3.
The results obtained are likely to be explained by the fact
that MMT dispersed over the polymer matrix can decelerate the
mobility of protons in membranes. It should be noted that the
analogous dependences of proton conductivities of the
membranes after introduction of MMT were established earlier
for PBI at 25 and 70 оC [14].

a

Elasticity
modulus
[GPa]

41.81 ± 0.92

9.67 ± 1.02

0.72 ± 0.04

44.92 ± 0.71

7.80 ± 0.67

0.83 ± 0.08

46.07 ± 0.72

8.44 ± 1.19

0.82 ± 0.03

43.81 ± 1.30

8.00 ± 1.58

0.76 ± 0.08

23.46 ± 1.62

9.02 ± 0.14

0.67 ± 0.04

31.48 ± 1.87

6.70 ± 0.84

0.57 ± 0.03

36.60 ± 2.46

6.65 ± 0.27

0.78 ± 0.03

32.13 ± 2.11

7.96 ± 1.35

0.58 ± 0.05

Samples doped in 14 M orthophosphoric acid at 70 °C for 1 h.

Entry

Sample

Doping
degree [%]

Proton
conductivity at
180 °C [S·cm–1]

1
2
3
4

SPPQ-Na
SPPQ-Na + 3% MMT
SPPQ-Na + 5% MMT
SPPQ-Na + 7% MMT

174
161
156
142

0.0297
0.0219
0.0181
0.0179
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